A Couple Weird Issues

Hiya!

I have recently passed the 50 mark in streetpass Miis and have been coming across a few issues:

Firstly, the notification in the main menu now lists a number out of 99 Mii's met, instead of the usual "#/10". Is this an upgrade to the plaza once you pass a milestone? I've had it say 23/99 and 24/99 on at two separate points, recently. I haven't been able to "collect" though, because when I edit the Mii Plaza to meet them, the loading screen comes up, then freezes after a second. It says not to power off, but I end up doing so and I lose these Miis. This also happened prior to these two "#/99"s to a "9/10".

Now., I just check to make sure I don't go above 10 and it seems to be working... but it still says "#/99" in the notifications received.

Other weird problem is that icons disappear off my menu. They came back a little later the first time, but they are gone again. I think it's mostly items from the Eshop.

-------

Any ideas on what's going on here?
mii problems - contact nintendo support

for the dissapearing icons, they will not appear until the 3DS fully loads them from the SD card or system memory

this often happens during power on, system restart, or after exiting System Settings